Abstract. We describe the incremental computing method for making localized changes to a computer-generated hologram to rapidly modify the 3-D image it reconstructs. The method populates a scene with holographic primitives, tracks scene-based changes, and updates the diffractive contributions of only affected primitives. Changes are rapidly incorporated into the hologram via simple arithmetic operations, and only affected regions of the hologram are updated at each simulation time step. The method can accommodate different holographic primitive representations, is designed to be suitable for hardware assistance, and is also compatible with computer-graphics-style techniques for smooth shading, texture mapping, and reflections.
Introduction: Speed versus Realism in Computed Holography
The advent of electroholography during the proliferation of interactive systems has framed research strongly in that context; shortly after the first truly visually compelling display holograms were computed using interference modeling techniques, 1,2 generating and updating images rapidly assumed priority over inventing and improving algorithms for visual realism. In this interest of efficiency, computational methods have been designed to employ look-up tables, 3 difference methods, 4 nonuniform sampling methods, 5 precomputed stereogram-style diffractive elements, 6 and compressed, encoded representations of the fringes themselves. 7 Some of these approaches, most notably the last two, have somewhat traded image quality in favor of data compression and computational economy.
We grappled with this trade-off early in our experiments with combining haptic feedback and holographic displays. 8, 9 These holohaptic experiments enabled a person to view and to haptically inspect ͑using a forced feedback device͒ static holographic images, and also to modify electroholographic ones. As visual output, we needed to display visually sharp and high-resolution images-looking ''so real that you might touch them''-and we needed to generate and update the electroholographic images at interactive rates. As such, we were challenged by both limitations of existing computational methods and the limited image quality of our electroholographic display ͓the Massachusetts Institute of Technology ͑MIT͒ second generation Holovideo System 10-12 which we refer to as holovideo͔. We began these experiments using precomputed conventional holographic stereograms for visual display, each generated from 32 rendered views of a scene and 32 precomputed basis fringes. 6 The resulting image, though fast to produce and offering the requisite binocular and motion parallax, exhibited diffraction artifacts and lacked both the sharpness and metric precision required for a convincing holohaptic simulation. Consequently, we turned to the earlier technique of computing interference-modeled wireframe and smooth-shaded holograms to observe whether the metric precision of their reconstructed output and their overall image quality would yield a better result. From a visual comparison of images generated by both techniques, we made several observations in favor of interferencemodeled holograms of wireframe images.
First and broadly, we noted that wireframe images ͑dis-played on our holovideo system͒ appeared more three dimensional than smoothly shaded ones generated in either fashion. Shaded images appeared more substantially degraded by artifacts introduced by the acousto-optic modulators used in the display architecture, the scheme by which their channels are illuminated, and also the presence of optical misalignments. Most problematic are the last two, which cause the appearance of horizontal bands of slowly varying brightness or tiny gaps on the image plane. These are especially noticeable in continuous, smooth-shaded regions of the image, and tend to perceptually ''flatten'' the image volume. Owing to their high contrast and highspatial-frequency content, wireframe images, whether generated by stereogram or interference modeling, appear less affected by this problem.
Smooth shaded images also require a nonlinear lightness curve correction that is yet unqualified for our holovideo system. Consequently, the gray-scale output of our holovideo display does not match the linear 8-bit gray scale of the input parallax views, and the tonal range rendered across a model's surface is nonlinearly compressed. Instead of revealing rich information about the model's 3-D shape and material properties, much of the shading appears flat, without much informative interplay between light and surfaces.
Aside from compressed dynamic range and artifacts rooted in the display architecture, visual shortcomings can be introduced by holographic stereograms-even stereograms of wireframe scenes-as a consequence of conventional computational approaches. For instance, conventional stereograms computed for our display system. 7 comprised of 32 basis fringes and 32 parallax views each with 256ϫ144 pixels, have low angular and spatial resolution and visible artifacts arising from discontinuous phase boundaries between precomputed fringe elements. The fixed number of parallax views and the fixed spatial resolution of each view may under sample deep scenes, leading to aliasing in the reconstructed spatial image. And critically, in a common technique for generating stereograms, captured or rendered parallax views are projected astigmatically, with each view's vertical focus at the viewer's eye, and its horizontal focus at infinity; yet view capture or generation is almost always accomplished with a conventional perspective projection in both directions. Such differences between view capture and projection lead to geometric distortion in the reconstructed image, and caused substantial intermodal mismatch in our holohaptic simulations.
Because of their lower spatial resolution, traditional stereograms also blurred sharp image features. For our multimodal application, blurry or distorted images rich in pictorial cues were less effective than sharp, high-contrast, spatially accurate wireframe renderings. Perhaps because the most salient model features an interacting person would haptically inspect were straight edges, sharp corners, and smooth curves, we required the most accurate visual rendering of these cues about shape to evoke the impression of seeing and feeling the same thing. Haptic rendering of model texture was also present in the simulation. But because haptic senses are often used without vision to apprehend material properties, excluding the pictorial rendering of these seemed a reasonable compromise in this multimodal context when computational shortcuts were absolutely required.
In light of these basic observations, we chose to employ ͑more slowly͒ precomputed interference-modeled holograms of wireframe images that, although not photorealistic per se, rendered the scene geometry with sharp lines and provided output as metrically-correct as our horizontalparallax-only ͑HPO͒ display architecture could produce. 12 Thus, the resulting visual images were dimensional and crisp, closely approximated the physical metrics of their corresponding force images, and the impression that all visual and haptic cues arose from the same single multimodal source was quite strong. However, interference-modeled holograms are still quite slow to compute, restricting us to displaying either static scenes or rather contrived dynamic scenes assembled from precomputed hologram sections, 8 as shown in Fig. 1 .
Facing the usual speed versus realism trade-off, our goal was to allow more arbitrary interaction with the underlying scene model and to rapidly update the holographic wireframe image, while still preserving the level of image quality and intermodal register we had achieved using this physically based technique. With this motivation we developed incremental computing, which uses a set of general precomputed interference-modeled hologram elements to rapidly display more arbitrary changes in the holographic image. The basic approach starts by densely populating scene geometry with ''holoprimitives'' and assembles an initial working hologram of the scene from a table of precomputed diffractive elements ͑fringes͒, using one tabled fringe for each holoprimitive. Then, when part of the underlying model is interactively modified, fringes corresponding to changed holoprimitives are subtracted from the working hologram and appropriate new fringes are added in. The changed part of the working hologram is subsequently normalized and sent to the display, thereby updating the output image. By tracking scene changes at the holoprimitive level and updating the diffractive contributions of only affected primitives, the incremental computing method enables changes to be rapidly incorporated into the hologram via simple arithmetic operations, and updates only affected regions of the hologram at each simulation time step.
The method can accommodate different holoprimitive representations; is suitable for hardware assistance; and is also compatible with techniques that compute shading, texturing, reflections, etc. per holoprimitive. The time required to compute any initial working hologram is related to the number of primitives populating its geometry; time required to update the hologram after a change is made to the scene model is related to the number of affected holoprimitives and the number of HPO hologram lines they span.
In this paper, we begin with a brief overview of the interference modeling approaches from which this incremental computing derives and then document its basic method. We describe the holoprimitives we use; how they populate scene geometry; and how we precompute, table, and assemble elemental fringes into an initial working hologram of an arbitrary image. We then show how incremental operations are used to update the image when changes have been made to part or all of the scene model. We describe our implementation of this algorithm, provide some relevant performance metrics and comparisons to other methods. Finally, we conclude by noting both advantages and shortcomings of the incremental computing approach, and suggest how it might be improved.
Background: Interference Modeling Approaches
In 1986, an approach to computing static display holograms was reported by Leseberg 13 and Bryngdahl, Leseberg and Frere, 14 and Leseberg 15 that modeled the wave propagation of light from an analytically described 3-D object and com- puted the interference of this wave with a reference wave. This work featured the notion of representing an object as a collection of analytically defined ''primitives'' and assembling a composite fringe pattern from the interference of these primitives with the reference wave. Shortly afterward, Underkoffler 1,2 reported his work using analytic field contributions to generate computed patterns for the MIT firstgeneration holographic video system. 16 This early work, motivated strongly by the quest for realism in computational holography, marked the first successful display of images on an electroholographic system. Further, with its simulation of occlusion and smooth shading, this work set a standard for realistic rendering in computational holography which still holds at the time of this writing.
In Refs. 1 and 2, the object beam was analytically expressed as a sum of wavefronts generated by many selfluminous, isotropic spherical-emitting points. These points densely populated the edges of polygonally described objects ͑for wireframe images͒ or their surfaces ͑for smoothshaded images͒. The field radiated by one spherical emitter positioned at r 0 and sampled by the hologram at location r can be approximated by
where E 0 is the source amplitude and 0 is an arbitrarily assigned initial phase. Notably, in Eq. ͑1͒, the attenuation of amplitude associated with propagation distance has been ignored to speed computation. The reference wave was modeled as a tipped plane wave, to match the physical illumination in the holovideo system. The field radiated by a plane wave traveling in direction q and sampled by the hologram at location r can be expressed as
where 0 is an arbitrarily assigned phase offset. Here and before, time dependence is eliminated, and these scalar expressions for electromagnetic radiation assume that all point and plane wave sources share an identical linear polarization.
In this paper, as well as all electroholography at the MIT Media Laboratory up to and including the time of this writing, holograms were computed for HPO display systems. These HPO holograms are diffractive in the horizontal direction, but have video-like resolution in the vertical direction. With x and y axes defined in the hologram plane, and the positive z axis toward the viewer, the holograms are modeled as a ''stack'' of line holograms ͑or hololines͒ whose y quantization matches the vertical raster of the holovideo display. The collection of spherical emitters populated their underlying geometry such that each could contribute only to the hololine associated with its y location.
With y-dependence eliminated, the modeling of wave interference is performed only in the x-z plane for each hololine. The expressions for spherical and plane wave radiation in Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ can thus be modeled as
where, for a plane wave tipped at angle ref to the z axis,
and where the location of a spherical emitter within any hololine is given by r 0 ϭ͑x 0 ,z 0 ͒. ͑6͒
Constructing an object wave as a sum of M spherical emitters, and modulating it with an inclined plane wave produces a composite field E tot ,
which can be evaluated at the hologram plane and used to produce an intensity pattern as follows:
͑8͒
This intensity pattern is similar to that which film would ͑more continuously͒ record if placed at the hologram plane and exposed to the same combined physical disturbance. A graphical representation of the process is shown in Fig. 2 ; the hologram is computed as the magnitude squared sum of object point wavefronts and the collimated reference wave at sampled increments of ⌬x in the zϭ0 plane. This early physically based approach to hologram computation also included occlusion processing, which was accomplished by calculating the hologram regions to which each spherical emitter contributes, given that it may be geometrically occluded in some parallax views by other spans of the object in the scene. 17 The technique displayed appropriate accretion and deletion of object parts as a viewer moved throughout the view zone and imparted a sense of solidity to even computed wireframe images. Dissecting the intensity pattern expressed in Eq. ͑7͒ into its object and reference contributions reveals the functional composition of the distribution:
͑9͒
Terms A and B in Eq. ͑9͒ arise from object self-interference and reference wave bias, respectively, and manifest either unwanted artifacts or low modulation in the output image. Fortunately, in computational holography, we have the option of simply not including these terms in our modeling. The real-valued term C comprises the information necessary to reconstruct the desired image; this term fully describes the interference between the spherical emitters and the reference wave, and without terms A and B, it can utilize the entire dynamic range available for the computed pattern.
A technique introduced by Burch 18 and reproposed by Lucente, 19 who called it bipolar intensity, uses only term C in Eq. ͑9͒ to model hologram fringes. If we borrow from Eq. ͑6͒ and specify that zϭ0 on the hologram plane, we can evaluate the distance from hologram samples to the i'th object point as
Then, using plane reference and spherical object waves, as given in Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑3͒, respectively, and observing only within the hologram plane, where zϭ0 and (q •x ) ϭsin ref , the useful fringes in the intensity pattern are modeled by
͑11͒
In this form, the interference is approximated by a scaled sum of M elemental interference calculations, as M point sources each individually interfere with the reference wave.
The new phase term i , where 0р i р2, describes the initial phases of the reference and the i'th object point waves bundled together, and is assigned a random value for each elemental interference calculation. Further, given that computed holograms are usually normalized to fit the available dynamic range for a given output device, the uniform scale by the reference beam amplitude can be eliminated so that the intensity pattern can be evaluated from the following model:
In Ref. 3, this approach was used to precompute a table of fringes, each of which modeled the interference of the collimated reference wave with a single point source at some z distance from the hologram plane. 3, 19 Since the reference wave was collimated, a single fringe used to reconstruct a point at depth z 0 , would reconstruct a translated point at depth z 0 i when translated on the hologram plane. Thus, computing a new interference pattern for a collection of points required only summation of translated precomputed fringes read from a table in memory, and subsequent normalization of the entire pattern. This approach forms the basis of the incremental computing method.
Since the normalization step confounds information about any source's individual contribution to the composite pattern, previous approaches, including the two already described here, regard a change to any source's position or amplitude as cause to recompute the entire pattern from scratch. In contrast, the incremental computing approach enables the effect of any individual source to be erased, and new contributions to be introduced into the pattern.
Incremental Computing Overview
Incremental computing also uses a precomputed table of 1-D hologram elements, or elemental fringes, that are associated with holo-primitives populating the model. Each elemental fringe describes the interference of the plane reference wave and the wavefront emitted by a holo-primitive, having finite or ͑theoretically͒ infinitesimal extent, and positioned at some particular z depth (0,0,z) and orientation ͑specified by a normal vector n ). Holoprimitives densely populate the surfaces or edges of polygons in the model, and can represent continuous lines or areas through their multiplicity. The orientation and/or z depth of each holoprimitive may be used to determine which elemental fringe should represent it, and the x-y location of a holoprimitive is used to position its elemental fringe in the final computed hologram.
The final hologram is generated by combining all elemental fringes needed to reconstruct the images of all holoprimitives at their prescribed spatial locations. Incremental computing further saves the state of each primitive, including information about its contribution to the hologram, and maintains an unnormalized version of the hologram for subsequent incremental operations. When model updates occur, state information can be used to make local hologram changes instead of recomputing the entire frame. This technique is especially useful when only parts of the model change during a simulation timestep.
For example, the left of Fig. 3͑a͒ shows two orthogonal views of a set of isotropic spherical-emitting point sources ͑which we refer to as holopoints͒ used as holoprimitives, and arrayed in x and y to form a tipped square. Since these points all share the same z depth value and their emitted wavefront is orientation independent, the same elemental fringe ͑here computed with ϭ2 mm) is chosen to represent each in the hologram. The associated elemental fringe is indicated in the fringe table at the right of the figure, and the hologram that results from superposing translated instances of this fringe is shown in the middle. Its mock reconstruction is shown in Fig. 3͑b͒. 
Elemental Operations
So long as collimated reference and reconstruction waves are used in computation and display, transformation of holoprimitives can be expressed by simple transformations of the corresponding elemental fringes representing them in the hologram. For instance, as mentioned earlier, translation of an elemental fringe on the hologram results in translation of the holoprimitive it reconstructs. Reversing the order of samples of any elemental fringe produces an image of the holoprimitive reflected around the zϭ0 plane. When using primitives with infinitesimal extent like holopoints, reversing the sample order of a fringe simply locates the reconstructed image at its opposite z depth value. To represent a holoprimitive changing in amplitude or location, its original elemental fringe is first scaled by its old amplitude and subtracted from the working hologram, and an amplitude-scaled elemental fringe that represents its updated state is added. Finally, to represent a change in a holoprimitive's visibility status, its contribution is either subtracted from or added to the working hologram.
By representing a scene model by a collection of holoprimitives, a hologram of this model can be constructed using a set of elemental fringes as ''building blocks.'' Model changes can be expressed in the hologram by locally and independently manipulating elemental fringes associated with changed holoprimitives rather than by recomputing the entire hologram; only parts of the hologram affected by scene changes are modified, and modifications are brought about by simple operations.
Implementation
Incremental computing was implemented for use with our holovideo system, for an image volume 100 mm deep, for an illumination wavelength ill ϭ633 nm and angles ref ϭ ill ϭ15 deg, and using isotropic, spherical-emitting holopoints as primitives. These simple holopoints were intended to render the high-contrast wireframe images used in our holohaptic experiments, though the incremental approach method supports the incorporation of smooth shading and more complicated holoprimitives also. In our implementation of this work, incremental modeling is performed on a dual-processor SGI Onyx workstation ͑250 MHz͒, having a serial, small computer systems interface ͑SCSI͒, and high-performance parallel interface ͑HIPPI͒ connection to the Cheops image processing system, 20, 21 which can provide both computation and the framebuffer for the holovideo system. The basic computational flow of our system is shown in Fig. 4 , which indicates three separate preprocessing steps and the main process loop for performing incremental updates. In the first preprocessing step, we compute and filter the table of elemental fringes. In the second step, we populate the model with hologram primitives and catalog the state of each; and in the third step, we assemble the initial working hologram and save a normalized version as the initial display hologram. At this stage, the main process loop waits for model changes to occur either procedurally or due to human interaction, then computes appropriate incremental changes, locally updates the display hologram, and sends it to the framebuffer.
Computing Elemental Fringes
To generate the set of elemental fringes, we use the bipolar intensity method mentioned previously to compute the interference of an isotropic spherical-emitting source with a plane reference wave and table the results for sources located at 100 depth increments-every 0.5 mm for xϭ0, y ϭ0, and zϭi for 0Ͻiр50 mm. The elemental fringes f i , are described by where the recording wavelength rec ϭ633ϫ10 Ϫ6 mm, a i is the i'th holopoint's amplitude, r i is the radius of curvature of a spherical wave, i is a random initial phase assigned to a spherical wave ͑between 0 and 2͒, and as mentioned, ref ϭ15 deg describes reference wave angle.
Each elemental fringe is computed over some span of samples on the hologram plane bounded by ͑1͒ the sample at which interfering waves produce a spatial frequency equal to zero and ͑2͒ the sample where the spatial frequency reaches a maximum permissible value f max . We determine f max to satisfy the Nyquist sampling theorem, by letting the maximum spatial frequency contained in a fringe be less than half the hologram sampling frequency f s as,
where 1/f s ϭ57.2ϫ10 Ϫ5 mm is the sample spacing in our holovideo system. The relationship between the spatial frequency f of a computed pattern and the angle out of its diffracted output is given by
Substituting the result for f max , ill ϭ633ϫ10 Ϫ6 mm and ill ϭ15 deg gives a maximum diffraction angle out ϭϪ14.1 deg. Then, the number of samples N i in each elemental fringe can be determined by the geometrical relationship
where z i is the i'th holopoint depth. Consequently, elemental fringes that reconstruct points farther from the hologram require more samples than those that reconstruct closer points. In our implementation, we chose the maximum diffracted angle out ϭ12 deg, so that the largest tabled fringe ͑for zϭϮ50 mm) contains 42,002 samples, and the smallest ͑for zϭϮ0.5 mm) contains 420 samples. Since elemental fringes have finite extent and are thus windowed by a rectangular aperture, we subsequently filter them to reduce diffractive artifacts generated at fringe boundaries. In our implementation, the N i samples of each elemental fringe are multiplied by a Blackman window, 22 given by
Our 18-Mbyte table of 100 16-bit integer elemental fringes is represented in Fig. 5 , with fringes computed for increasing z depth stacked one atop the next. When scaled by an amplitude value, normalized, sent to the display and illuminated with holovideo's reconstructing plane wave, each elemental fringe is capable of imaging a holopoint at location (0,0,z i ).
Considering an Appropriate Depth Quantization
Using these precomputed fringes in conjunction with an electroholographic display effectively quantizes the addressability of the image volume, most coarsely in z and y, and much more finely in x. Of course, it is possible to compute a fringe table to represent a different depth range and increment; reasonable choices for these parameters would consider limitations of a particular display as well as the stereo acuity of an average viewer. In our specific case, the depth range of 100 mm for the HPO ͑and therefore astigmatic͒ holovideo display is appropriate. To determine a reasonable depth increment, we first consider a viewer's stereo acuity to be of the order of 1 arcsec. Then using this angular separation at the eye, we determine the millimeter separation of two just-resolvable holopoints in the image volume closest to a viewer's eyes ͑say, 550 mm away, in the MIT system, which has a viewing distance dϭ600 mm). Then, for an interocular distance IODϭ60 mm, the minimum point separation distance ⌬ can be approximated by the geometric relationship Using these simple metrics, we chose our 0.5-mm depth resolution to consider the viewer and the display viewing geometry. 
Scene Modeling: Populating a Polygonal Model with Holoprimitives
To create an object suitable for computation, we use the Occfilt system originally developed by Underkoffler, 17 which takes a polygonal description of an object, populates it with point sources, and also performs occlusion processing and shading calculations. Occfilt can be used to generate wireframe models by populating polygon edges with isotropic holopoints, or to approximate shaded surfaces with a dense veneer of holopoints whose amplitudes vary according to a simple illumination model. Occfilt uses Bresenham's algorithm 23 to populate model geometry for holovideo's raster, and thus generates a data set optimized for a particular model orientation on the display. Since the model is populated only once in our implementation, some incrementally computed transformations result in a varied appearance of the final displayed image. An improved implementation might initially compute a uniformly dense population of holopoints, and then update these appropriately for the output raster each time model transformations occur.
The desired density of holopoints along an edge or over a surface can also be adjusted. In general, linear densities from 5 to 10 points per millimeter generate perceived continuity of line and surface; with a greater interpoint spacing, individual holopoints within a hololine begin to be discernible. In any case, however, the resulting regular grid of coherent in-phase point sources will interfere with one another causing high-contrast fringes to appear in the output. As mentioned earlier, traditional physically based approaches randomize the phase of each holopoint to diminish this artifact of coherent illumination. In our approach however, though elemental fringes are generated with point sources having random phases, holopoints at the same z depth ͑which are represented by the same elemental fringe͒ will share the same initial phase. To prevent high-contrast diffraction artifacts in the output from these same-depth holopoints, they are randomly spatially jittered by a very small amount ͑a uniform deviate between 0.01 and 0.1 mm͒ to break the regularity imposed by the populating algorithm. This spatial perturbation sufficiently diminishes the contrast of any visible interpoint interference at the output.
Computing State: Tracking Scene Changes at the Holoprimitive Level
The state of all holopoints populating a scene is initially computed and stored. As elements of the scene are subsequently transformed, lighting is adjusted, or as the geometry or surface properties of objects within a scene are modified, state variables are recomputed and compared to those previously recorded to determine where changes have occurred. These state variables include 1. actual x,y,z position 2. quantized y and z bins 3. normal vector ͑computed from original polygon model͒ 4. amplitude 5. the hololine it belongs to 6. the ID number of its associated elemental fringe 7. the number of samples in that fringe to use 8. visibility status 9. occlusion spans ͑not yet implemented͒ 10. a pointer marking both the fringe sample to start on 11. a pointer marking the hologram sample where contribution begins.
If a holopoint's new and previous positions, orientations, amplitudes, or visibilities differ, the point is marked for change in the hologram and its state variables are updated. If a holopoint's new location is outside of the available display volume, if culling is set and a holopoint becomes backfacing, or if it occupies a location between Ϯ0.5 mm ͑where its interference computation becomes mathematically undefined͒, the point is temporarily marked as invisible until it is transformed back into view. This constraint on visibility effectively clips the object against the bounds of the display volume, and forms a kind of ''dead zone'' straddling the hologram plane through which image points disappear as they enter, and reappear as they leave. If a model is shaded, amplitude values are computed using a simple Phong illumination model 23 from computer graphics, given by
In this model, the ambient illumination reflected by the model's surface is determined by both the incident ambient light intensity I a , the surface's diffuse surface color O d ͑which may be derived from a texture map͒, and the surface's ambient diffuse reflection constant k a , 0рk a р1. The incident illumination from the i'th of N light sources is given by I i , is attenuated by some attenuation function f att , and is used to compute both diffuse and specular components reflected from the surface. Above, the angle i separates a given holopoint's normal vector and the vector specified between the holopoint and the i'th light source. For specular reflections, n represents the power of the spatial distribution of specularly reflected light, with ␣ i denoting the angle between a reflection vector R and the eye vector E, specified between the holopoint and a given hologram sample. The model includes the surface's diffuse reflection constant k d 0рk d р1, and k s 0рk s р1, which serves as a simple substitute for a more complicated reflectance function. While adding smooth shading can impart a more realistic flavor to the final images, the additional computation per fringe sample can cost considerable time. The shading computation can be simplified by locating the eye at infinity and thereby making even specular reflections viewindependent. This shortcut enables the same amplitude value to scale all samples of the elemental fringe assigned to a holopoint, rather than having to calculate the specular component of reflected light for each sample. However, this shortcut also glues specular reflections to the model, rather than allowing them to travel naturally across a surface as a viewer changes position.
After all holopoints marked for change have their new state values computed and stored, the points are reassigned to appropriate hologram lines. If a holopoint leaves a hololine and is assigned to a new one, both old and new hololines are marked for update. Holopoints are then matched to their nearest 0.5-mm depth increment and linked to their corresponding elemental fringe. The next steps are to determine for each holopoint which samples within its elemental fringe to use, and which samples in the hololine should receive the contribution.
First, to determine how to orient an elemental fringe within a hololine, the holopoint's z depth relative to the z ϭ0 plane is used to determine whether its corresponding fringe samples should be displayed in forward or reversed order. Next, each holopoint's xy position is used to determine the hololine samples into which its elemental fringe should be accumulated, and the span of the fringe's samples that actually contribute. If a holopoint's xy value is near the center of the hololine, all of the samples in its associated elemental fringe will contribute. However, if holopoints are laterally displaced far from the hologram center, their elemental fringes may be clipped at the hologram edge.
Incremental Updating: Making Localized
Changes to the Hologram Each time a working hologram line is operated on, the beginning and end of the span of updated samples in that line is noted, and all updated lines are marked for renormalization. After all elemental fringe operations have been completed, the maximum and minimum values within the updated span on each hololine is determined. If this value matches the line's previous max and min values, then only the samples within the updated span are renormalized to match the bit depth of the frame buffer; otherwise, the entire line is renormalized.
Finally in our system, the display hologram must be conditioned to suit holovideo's scan convention and the difference between the SGI's and Cheops' byte ordering. Characteristics of the second-generation holovideo system's electro-optical architecture and its boustrophedontic horizontal scan convention 12 require each hologram line within a set of 18 to be written to the frame buffer in sample-reversed order from the previous set of 18 lines. The normalized hololine samples are appropriately conditioned for holovideo's frame buffer and display characteristics just before the 36-Mbyte display hologram is transferred to the Cheops output cards via HIPPI ͑100 Mbyte/s͒ for redisplay.
Transferring Hologram Data and Updating the Holovideo Display
Cheops, developed at the MIT Media Laboratory, is a modular video processing and display system designed for real-time video coding experiments and interactive image display applications. This system is used for computation and storage of holograms and holographic stereograms, and as the frame buffer for the second-generation holovideo display. Our particular Cheops has a HIPPI card, a memory card ͑M1͒, a processor card ͑P2͒, and six output cards ͑as well as some special-purpose hardware for stereogram computation 20 ͒ connected to each other by the 32-bit Global and high-speed 24-bit Nile data pathways. In our current implementation, all computation is performed on the Onyx and transferred directly to Cheops' output cards via HIPPI, unaided by Cheops' own processing capabilities. Several factors necessitated this compromise: the P2 has only 32 Mbyte of memory and cannot store the fringe table, working hologram and display hologram; loading some of this data onto the memory card and transferring it to the P2 over the Global bus is too slow; and using the Nile data pathway instead would truncate the 32-bit integer working hologram data to 8 bits during transfer.
For these reasons, our current implementation can unfortunately use Cheops only as a display server and frame buffer. The display service ͑holoPut͒ running on Cheops monitors the HIPPI device for incoming hologram data. Once data is present, holoPut sends the bytes via the Nile bus, to the output cards for display. Ideally, the computation and framebuffer would reside on the same high-speed bus, eliminating the need to transfer display hologram updates over a slow external data pathway. The entire system architecture is shown in Fig. 6 .
Results and Performance

Computation Speed
Our discussion of computation speed excludes performance measures for preprocessing steps, and instead focuses on the process stages which operate either at each simulation time step, or after each interaction with the scene: primitive-level modeling operations, incremental update, and hologram normalization. In each stage, system performance varies based on a variety of factors, such as the complexity of shading computations and procedural or user-applied model transformations, the number of holoprimitives marked for change, and the number of hologram lines affected by incremental update.
Primitive-level modeling operations
Modeling operations applied to the scene will themselves require variable computational effort. For instance, if scene lighting, the illumination model, or a model's surface or material properties changes, then new holopoint amplitudes must be computed using Eq. ͑20͒ ͑or another illumination model͒. If the scene is transformed, then holopoint position and normal vectors will undergo the matrix multiply, new holopoint amplitudes and surface normals must be computed, and visibility must be tested. Further, changed and visible holopoints must be requantized in depth, assigned new fringes, and reassigned to hololines.
Incremental updating
Again, depending on the type of modeling changes that occur, the amount and flavor of incremental updating will vary. Elemental fringes for a set of holopoints may simply need to be rescaled if scene lighting changes, or to be scaled by old amplitudes, subtracted from the working hologram, and replaced by a newly scaled set of fringes. In a wireframe model with no surface shading, scaling operations are not necessary, and only fringe additions and/or subtractions are required. The speed of this stage in the process is variable, depending principally on the number of holopoints marked for update, the number of samples in each holopoint's assigned fringe, and the number of hololines that must be normalized. When the entire scene is modified, computing a fresh initial working hologram may be faster than subtracting old scaled fringes and adding in the new ones ͑depending on normalization requirements͒.
Normalization issues
The question of how best to normalize a hologram with limited bit depth remains open to investigation. Optical holography can be used as an analogy, wherein an optimal modulation depth for an emulsion is achieved by controlling the hologram's exposure time. For the entire hologram, the calculated exposure depends on the part of the emulsion subject to the greatest object beam intensity. Analogously, we could compute a minimum and maximum sample value over the entire computed hologram at each update and use these boundary values to remap all other samples to the frame buffer bit depth.
However, since performing the required value comparison at each sample is costly, we chose to normalize each hologram line independently. Keeping with this convention enables us to renormalize only affected hologram lines at each time step. Furthermore, by noting the spans of changed samples on a hololine at each update and comparing the span's max and min sample values with those kept in state for the entire hololine, we can determine when only that span requires normalization. In our implementation, when the max and min sample values of the span do not match the hologram line's current max and min values, the entire line is renormalized with the greater max and lesser min. The normalization computation can be accomplished more slowly by remapping the values-or very quickly with bit shifting operations. This computation will err on the side of undermodulation rather than clipping against the available range. Furthermore, in our approach, one lone point on one hololine may appear brighter than each of many closely spaced points whose fringes overlap on another hololine. Consequently, changes in holographic image brightness are sometimes apparent as the underlying model is transformed in space, and a line will likely appear brighter when oriented vertically than it appears when horizontal.
In our implementation, which has focused only on the computation speed of normalization with this line-by-line or span-by-span approach, the greatest time is spent computing new min and max hologram values. Once those values and the number of hololine samples to be processed is determined, the normalization is quickly performed using bit-shift operations; as implemented, this approximation may undermodulate the fringes in error by a factor of 2. Whether normalizing with a global hologram min and max, or normalizing each line independently, the number of distinguishable gray levels produced in the output image is unknown and likely much less than the 256 levels of modulation depth available in the system. This basic questions remains, largely due to the unqualified nonlinear lightness curve correction necessary for our particular display, and the presence of laser speckle and artifacts introduced by the display architecture-which together have discouraged any careful experiments to determine the former.
Collective performance
In Table 1 we break out several steps of the algorithm ͑pre-computing, initial working hologram assembly, incremental update, incremental normalization, conditioning, and trans- For an object defined by 737 holopoints, all of which are transformed at every time step, the initial compute and display time totals 28.6 s and the incremental update and display time is only 3.67 s. Notably, the time spent communicating the enormous amount of data in just one holographic frame can vary greatly, depending on the data path from host to frame buffer. Currently, the HIPPI link from the SGI to Cheops is our fastest option for transfer and provides a direct channel to the output cards.
Visual Appearance of Images
Holographic images of a square populated with 200 holopoints, transformed in three dimensions are shown in Fig.  7͑a͒ . Slightly more complicated holographic images of haptically deformable surface ͓Fig. 7͑b͔͒, a tumbling cone ͓Fig. 7͑c͔͒, and a pear ͓Fig. 7͑d͔͒ are also shown. The modeling for these include no shading calculations or occlusion processing ͑except for backface cull in the pear͒; all holopoint amplitudes are equal to unity, so no scaling of subtracted or added elemental fringes is necessary. All images are reconstructed in monochromatic red ͑633-nm͒ light.
As a result, the current pictorial quality of these wireframe images is more graphic than photorealistic, though smooth-shaded images are easily generated, albeit with many more holopoints. Since this work was developed to facilitate model manipulations introduced by an interacting user in a holohaptic system, we traded pictorial cues for the sparse but sharp geometry of wireframe images, and scene complexity for computational speed. While the previously mentioned problems rooted in normalization are not strongly evident in the images here, the effect line-by-line normalization can have on a holopoint's apparent brightness can be quite distracting. Variations in brightness from image top to bottom are visible in these images and are due principally to characteristics of the display architecture and its optical alignment. And, as mentioned previously, measuring gray-scale resolution of the output and determining the appropriate lightness curve correction are certainly required steps toward improving image quality on the holovideo display. However, the implementation described here does produce 3-D wireframe images that appear crisp and bright, and whose interactive frame rate is the most rapid demonstrated for our holovideo system to date.
Comparison to Other Methods
For the comparison among methods, we provide benchmarks for the same computational platform, as well as for some implementations using special-purpose hardware in Table 2 . Here, we examine the amount of time required to The complex interference modeling and stereogram approaches will both require roughly the same time to compute a frame at each simulation time step or at each user interaction. For 737 holopoints, the incremental computing method outperforms both other methods substantially ͑by more than a factor of 10͒, requiring only 15.1 s to compute the initial working and display holograms. It is not surprising that incremental computing outperformed complex interference modeling, but it also outperformed stereogram computing on the same hardware platform. If the holopoint count were to increase dramatically, as it would for surfacepopulated geometry, fixed-cost stereogram computing would eventually become the faster alternative.
In stereogram and incremental computing techniques, the time required to compute model transformations and lighting calculations at each simulation time step depends on scene complexity, though stereograms can take direct advantage of computer graphics hardware for this. Additionally, the method of assembling stereograms from sets of parallax views and diffractive elements can be implemented in hardware, as indicated in the table. Incremental computing, on the other hand, cannot immediately utilize computer graphics hardware ͑although it should be possible to devise an implementation that can͒, and hologram assembly time is also dependent on scene complexity. However, if both techniques were assisted by special-purpose hardware for scaling and accumulation operations, incremental computing might arguably offer comparable performance and better image quality, given its roots in physically based interference modeling. Then, depending on the hardware available, scene geometry and how it changes per simulation time step, and the application requirements for image quality and computation speed, one technique may be preferable to another.
Conclusions and Future Work
As we continue to push for both greater interaction speed and pictorial realism in electroholographic systems, eventually these two pursuits will not be so greatly polarized. As a concrete step in this direction, incremental computing introduces an approach to updating holograms locally in response to partial scene changes. The implementation described here can offer tremendous computational economy, and can provide image quality on par with that interference modeled holograms offer.
The holographic images produced for our holohaptic work are simple spatial wireframe renderings, though more elaborate modeling including shadows, and both texture and reflection mapping should certainly be incorporated into the approach. The most important feature yet to be added is occlusion processing; provisions for this are most crucial to rendering a scene that appears solid and convincingly 3-D. The ultimate goal, of course, is to produce highly realistic and sizable images of complicated scenes that can be updated at 30 Hz. No algorithm as implemented on current hardware platforms achieves this goal yet, but the notion of making changes to the hologram locally and incrementally may move us closer.
For now, the incremental computing method offers the most rapid generation of fully computed holographic images when partial scene changes occur. When the entire scene changes, this method can still perform a fresh tablelook-up summation to compute a new initial working hologram usable for subsequent incremental changes, and only renormalize hololines that require it. To generate holograms using this method requires a one-time computational cost to populate model geometry with hologram primitives, compute their state, precompute the elemental fringe table, initial working and display holograms. Then update time depends on the number of hologram lines that change, the number of points that change, and the depth of those points.
Many improvements to our current implementation should be considered. Among these are better schemes for normalization ͑or a system that provides more frame buffer bit depth͒, and an algorithm to adaptively repopulate a scene's geometry as it is transformed to suit holovideo's display characteristics. Performing model and hologram update operations in hardware, or on a processor local to the frame buffer, would substantially improve performance. And, while handsome images can be produced by approximating continuous surfaces with a multiplicity of ''shaded'' spherical emitters, this holoprimitive model does not address the complicated light-matter interaction that gives surfaces their unique and sensual material look. This kind of elaborate modeling would be appropriate-and may be entirely essential-as holographic video technology becomes capable of producing remarkable spatial images that look real enough to touch.
